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The Fissured Workplace

In September 2017, The New York Times recounted the professional paths of two janitors. One cleaned offices for Kodak in Rochester in the 1980s. She worked directly for Kodak, earned decent wages and benefits, and had the opportunity to rise through the ranks of the company, eventually becoming its chief information officer of consumer products. The other cleans offices for Apple in the present day, but she doesn’t work for Apple; she works for another company that provides Apple with cleaning services. Her wages are about the same as the Kodak janitor’s, but she doesn’t have anywhere near the same benefits, and she doesn’t have the same opportunity to rise through Apple’s ranks.¹

The differences between these two janitors are even more stark when considering what would happen if something went wrong in the workplace. If the Kodak janitor had been underpaid, gotten hurt on the job, terminated, or harassed, she’d have been able to hold Kodak accountable. If the same things happened to the Apple janitor, she’d likely have nowhere to turn but the staffing company. She may also be prevented from going to work full-time for Apple, even if Apple likes her work and would be willing to hire her on for more stable, long-term employment.

This story illustrates a broader trend described by David Weil, the public policy scholar and former Administrator of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division, as “workplace fissuring.”² Under pressure to cut costs, companies have increasingly offloaded functions once performed by their own employees to other businesses or independent contractors. The shift is pervasive. As Weil explains:

Firms typically started outsourcing activities like payroll, publications, accounting, and human resources. But over time, this spread to activities like janitorial and facilities maintenance and security. Still in many cases it went deeper, spreading into employment activities that could be regarded as core to the company: housekeeping in hotels; cooking in restaurants; loading and unloading in retail distribution centers; even basic legal research in law firms.³

Franchising, the use of temporary staffing agencies, and the increasing classification of employees as independent contractors are all examples of workplace fissuring.

Most of the legal and policy debates regarding the fissured workplace concern whether firms that do not directly employ workers within a fissured workplace are nonetheless “employers” under state and federal labor standards. For example, can the similarly situated direct employees of multiple franchisees be part of a single bargaining unit to negotiate collectively with the franchisor? Are companies like Uber that outsource their primary functions to workers they classify as independent contractors on the hook for workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance premiums covering those workers? And is a company that outsources some functions to temporary staffing agencies jointly and severally liable for the wage-and-hour violations committed by those agencies?

This issue brief, however, focuses on the relationship between workplace fissuring and a different legal framework: antitrust laws and competition policy. Businesses within a fissured workplace often strive to limit competition for and among workers within the fissured workplace. Franchisors, for example, often prevent employees of their franchisees from moving between franchisees to seek out better wages or working. Firms in the gig economy, like Uber, often set prices across their purported independent contractors, preventing their customers and contractors from shopping around for a better deal. And many businesses that use staffing agencies for their staffing needs agree with those agencies that they will not hire on as permanent employees the direct employees of the staffing agency who perform functions for the business, thus agreeing with the staffing agency not to compete over the labor of the staffing agency employee.

Through an antitrust lens, if these firms employed their workers directly, they could likely restrain those workers in analogous ways. The Supreme Court has explained that the officers and employees of a “single firm are not separate economic actors pursuing separate economic interests, so agreements among them do not suddenly bring together economic power that was previously pursuing divergent goals.” Therefore, as a general matter, a single employer, acting unilaterally, can restrain its employees’ autonomy without fear of illegally “restraining trade” under the antitrust laws.

In the fissured workplace, however, firms bend over backwards to create distinct legal entities under the same brand. While that approach may be helpful in evading application of the
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9 In some contexts, unilateral employer conduct may violate antitrust prohibitions against monopolization, including Section 2 of the Sherman Act. See Standard Oil v. U.S., 221 U.S. 1 (1911). Those possibilities are beyond the scope of this paper.
labor and employment laws, it could create problems from an antitrust perspective when firms seek to restrain competition for and among workers within the brand. Fissured workplaces contain multiple independent entities pursuing separate economic interests. Thus, any firm seeking to restrain worker autonomy within a fissured workplace will necessarily have to operate concertedly with other firms or independent contractors that might otherwise make independent decisions about wages and prices. That concerted action necessarily satisfies the “contract, combination, . . . or conspiracy” element of Section 1 of the Sherman Act and state analogs.\(^{10}\) If the restraint is unreasonable by “suppress[ing] or even destroy[ing] competition,”\(^{11}\) it could be an illegal restraint of trade.

The goal of this issue brief is not to argue that any particular restraint or set of restraints within a fissured workplace is illegal under the antitrust laws. Rather, this paper aims to initiate a discussion about the relationship between workplace fissuring and antitrust laws and competition policy. Scholars, courts, and policymakers rarely bring antitrust principles to bear on discussions about how employers fissure to avoid being classified as employers under the labor and employment laws; nor do they bring employment and labor laws and policies to bear on discussions about restraints within a fissured workplace, which are often (in antitrust terms) “intrabrand restraints” because they restrain competition within a single brand. It is beyond the scope of this paper to address these issues in a comprehensive way, but the paper aims to frame the issues for further discussion and highlight potential frameworks for policymakers and courts to apply when considering competition policy as it relates to the fissured workplace.

The Harms Caused by Anticompetitive Conduct in the Fissured Workplace

New research suggests that restraints on competition for workers within a fissured workplace can cause serious harm to wages and worker bargaining power. Orley Ashenfelter and Alan Kreuger have explained, for example, that no-hire agreements among fast-food franchisees can have a dramatic impact on the number of potential employers within a labor market. If a worker could move between franchisees of a single franchisor, each franchisee would be a separate potential employer competing over labor through wages and working conditions. By eliminating workers’ right to move between franchisees, all the franchisees of a single franchisor are a single employer, dramatically reducing competition over labor. By way of example, Ashenfelter and Krueger, explain that no-hire agreements within the fast-food labor market in Rhode Island, have reduced the effective number of fast-food employers from 261 to six.\(^{12}\)

One doesn’t need to be an economist, however, to appreciate the harm caused by these restraints. Employees of temporary staffing agencies, for example, frequently complain about agreements between those agencies and their clients that prevent workers from leaving staffing agencies for the permanent employers with whom they’re staffed. While there isn’t much empirical data on the pervasiveness of this practice, low-wage workers, who often find work in the temporary
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\(^{11}\) Bd. of Trade of City of Chicago v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).

staffing industry, frequently discuss it. In many cities, most hotels use temporary staffing agencies to perform functions like cleaning and cooking, and anecdotally, most temporary staffing agencies have no-hire agreements of some form with their hotel clients. These agreements can effectively prevent employees of temporary staffing agencies who have been staffed to work in several hotels from ever obtaining employment with a client hotel that is likely to provide meaningful opportunities for advancement, higher wages and benefits, and better working conditions.

Consider also how no-hire agreements in a fissured workplace impede professional advancement within a brand. An employee of a franchisee who is covered by an intrabrand no-hire agreement would be barred from moving to another franchisee to take on a management position, no matter how much special expertise and skill she might have developed in that brand. And while the Times story about the two janitors doesn’t discuss this issue, it’s likely that the contract between Apple and the staffing agency providing it with janitors includes a provision that prevents the janitor from being hired on by Apple. If this is the case, it’s not just the fissuring itself that undermines the Apple janitor’s ability to advance within Apple as the former Kodak janitor was able to do within Kodak, but an express restraint on her mobility among firms within the fissured workplace.

These illustrations of the harm these restraints exert on workers also help to explain why entities within a fissured workplace may be so intent on restraining competition for and between workers. Restraints undermine the competitive leverage that workers might have to bargain for better treatment and higher wages. That can reduce labor costs and increases profits for all the entities within a fissured workplace. There may be some procompetitive justifications for intrabrand restraints, but as discussed below, the restraints on workers within the fissured workplace often stretch far beyond those purported justifications.

To be sure, these same restraints could be imposed by a single firm employing these workers directly. Kodak never had to promote the Kodak janitor through its ranks, and a large restaurant chain that owns all its restaurants—as opposed to franchising them—wouldn’t have to allow transfers between restaurants for those interested in advancement. Along these lines, some competition scholars have expressed skepticism about the distinction the antitrust laws draw between unilateral and multilateral conduct. From a consumer’s perspective, they have reasoned, what’s the difference between a single large firm setting supracompetitive prices for itself and multiple smaller firms within a single brand setting prices at that same amount? In either case, the merchants benefit from the supracompetitive prices and the consumer suffers.13

Putting aside the question of the wisdom of the distinction the antitrust laws draw between intrafirm and intrabrand restraints on competition over consumers, there should be no doubt that there is a critical distinction between intrafirm restraints on workers (like large employers that prohibit transfers) and intrabrand restraints on workers (like franchisors that prohibit employees of franchisees from moving to other franchisees).

A firm exercising restraints on its own employees is responsible for those workers as an employer, and its employees have access to the bundle of rights and privileges vis-à-vis that employer that come from the employment relationship. In acting as a single entity, the firm may

exercise some amount of monopsony power over its workers, particularly in a highly concentrated labor market,\textsuperscript{14} but at the very least, it would be responsible to those workers as an employer, and its workers would, in theory, be able to act concertedly with each other under federal labor laws to serve as a counterweight to that monopsony power.\textsuperscript{15}

A firm exercising those restraints on employees of other firms within a fissured workplace, on the other hand, may argue that it is not responsible for those workers as an employer. In doing so, that firm is having its cake and eating it too—it exercises monopsony power without being responsible for its workers and without the counterweight of worker concerted conduct that is protected by American labor law.

**Treatment under the Antitrust Laws**

While workers and government agencies seek to hold fissured firms responsible under employment and labor laws for their workers, there has also been some litigation under the antitrust laws regarding restraints on competition across the fissured workplace. For example, employees of franchisees have sued franchisors for so-called “no hire” agreements in franchise contracts that prevent employees from moving across franchisees.\textsuperscript{16} And Uber customers filed a lawsuit against Uber for fixing prices across its purported independent contractors.\textsuperscript{17} These cases have tended to highlight that the defendants could have avoided application of the antitrust laws had they not embraced the model of the fissured workplace and instead structured themselves as single entities responsible to their workers as employers.\textsuperscript{18}

Enforcement of this sort presents promising possibilities, but it also faces practical obstacles. For one, these cases will be difficult and expensive to prosecute where courts decide that the restraints at issue should be subject to a “rule of reason” analysis as opposed to a \textit{per se} rule of illegality.

In general, to decide whether a restraint of trade is unreasonable under the antitrust laws, courts apply the “rule of reason,” which often requires the plaintiff to identify competitive harm to a discrete market. The Supreme Court has made clear, however, that some conduct is so obviously anticompetitive that it is illegal \textit{per se}. In these cases, there is no need to establish anticompetitive harm to determine liability. Naked price fixing (or wage fixing) among horizontal competitors is a


\textsuperscript{15} This is not to say, of course, that our labor laws, as currently applied are sufficient to supply a counterweight to corporate monopsony power in practice. See, e.g., Epic Sys. Corp. v. Lewis, No. 16-285, 2018 WL 2292444 (U.S. May 21, 2018).

\textsuperscript{16} Full disclosure, one of the authors of this article is plaintiff’s counsel in one of those cases—a lawsuit against Carl’s Jr.

\textsuperscript{17} Meyer v. Kalanick, 174 F. Supp. 3d 817 (S.D.N.Y. 2016)

classic example of conduct that is *per se* illegal.\(^{19}\) And in general, naked no-poach or no-hire agreements among competitors should be subject to *per se* treatment too.\(^{20}\)

The restraints we’ve discussed here would normally fall into the *per se* category. But their treatment is complicated by the fact that the entities subject to a restraint in a fissured workplace aren’t always horizontal competitors. For example, a franchisor could argue that it doesn’t compete with its franchisees over workers. A court accepting that argument might decide that the franchisor fixing wages or prohibiting its franchisees from competing over employees doesn’t amount to a horizontal restraint of trade and is thus not subject to a *per se* rule of illegality.\(^{21}\) Similarly, a staffing agency and its customer could argue that they aren’t horizontal competitors and that any restraint on worker mobility is an ancillary and necessary aspect of their legitimate customer-client agreement and should therefore be assessed under the rule of reason.\(^{22}\)

In many contexts, these arguments will fail. For example, in the franchise context, some restraints on franchisees hiring each other’s workers are clearly horizontal restraints, particularly where the franchisor should be competing with franchisees over workers, as is the case when the franchisor owns and operates its own locations.\(^{23}\) This could also be true in cases where multiple employers agree (either expressly or tacitly) to enter into similar agreements with a single staffing agency to prevent employees of that staffing agency from moving into permanent employment. Because the employers are direct competitors over labor, kind of agreement would be subject to *per se* treatment under the antitrust laws.\(^{24}\)

Furthermore, many of the restraints discussed here would be unreasonable under a rule of reason. Businesses within a fissured workplace may contend that restraints on competition for and among workers within a fissured workplace serve procompetitive justifications. For example, franchisors may argue that they force their franchisees to enter into no-hire agreements to encourage investment in training employees by franchisees without those franchisees fearing that others will free-ride off the investment by poaching their best workers. And temporary staffing agencies may argue that their investment in hiring and placing workers would be undermined by their clients hiring those employees out from under them.

But those justifications should not be accepted at face value. Many of the restraints on competition for and among workers within a fissured workplace extend far beyond what any of these arguments might justify. For example, franchisors can’t on the one hand argue that they’re merely encouraging investment in training by franchisees when the franchisors themselves provide much of the brand-specific training within a brand.\(^{25}\) And restraints on mobility between staffing companies and their customers might be justified by their purported procompetitive benefits if the customer could purchase the contract of the employee for the costs incurred by the staffing agency
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\(^{19}\) *United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.*, 310 U.S. 150, 221 (1940).


\(^{23}\) CKE Compl. at ¶ 75-81.

\(^{24}\) *United States v. Apple, Inc.*, 791 F.3d 290 (2d Cir. 2015).

\(^{25}\) CKE Compl. at ¶ 84.
in hiring and placing the employee. But no-hire agreements between staffing companies and clients often specify liquidated damages that far exceed those costs.26

Even where private plaintiffs can make these arguments successfully, however, they’ll face the same obstacles that they face in bringing other kinds of private enforcement actions, including mandatory arbitration requirements and the difficulties of class certification and ascertaining damages. In many contexts, it will be up to public enforcement officials, including state attorneys general and the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, to lead enforcement efforts.27

This is all to say that the antitrust laws provide a powerful and important tool for addressing restraints within fissured workplaces, and they may ultimately be effective in addressing many of the most problematic practices that we’ve discussed here. But because the practical impediments and costs of bringing these cases, we’re unlikely to see an explosion of antitrust cases in the fissured workplace, and those cases that are brought might have mixed results.

**Policy and Legal Framework Going Forward**

While these issues are litigated under current antitrust and employment laws, policymakers should also explore policy solutions that recognize that employers cannot exert monopsony power over workers within the fissured workplace, as they’d be able to if they were a single firm, without also being subject to the employment and labor laws—they cannot, in other words, have their cake and eat it too. The potential policy ramifications of that core principle are wide ranging, they can be sorted into two general categories that should guide thinking about restraints in the fissured workplace.

*First*, policymakers could address the restraints directly under antitrust and competition policy by expressly prohibiting certain of the restraints that frequently arise in the fissured workplace. One possibility along these lines has already been introduced in the U.S. Senate by Senators Booker and Warren. The “End Employer Collusion Act” would prohibit no-hire agreements of any kind between separate entities. Among other things, it would prohibit employers from outsourcing their functions to staffing agencies or franchisees while agreeing with those entities that they will not hire on for permanent employment any of their workers.28
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26 In some cases, it may not be enough to dispute the procompetitive justifications for a restraint. Workers may also need to establish a “market definition” and establish harm to that particular labor market. *Gough v. Rossmoor Corp.*, 585 F.2d 381, 389 (9th Cir. 1978). This could be difficult, especially for low-wage workers, if courts assume that low-wage workplaces are fungible and low-wage workers can move easily between fissured workplaces. But this assumption is false. Labor market concentration along with other labor market frictions often prevent workers from moving between fissured workplaces, and low-wage workers often develop skill sets that are specific to certain fissured workplaces and do not translate easily to others. *See CKE Compl. 104-17* (explaining that for restaurant-based managers, employment with non-Carl’s Jr. brands is not a reasonable substitute for employment with Carl’s Jr.).

27 As just one example of these procedural hurdles squelching important antitrust enforcement efforts, Uber was able to compel its price-fixing case into individual arbitration. *Meyer v. Uber Techs., Inc.*, 868 F.3d 66 (2d Cir. 2017).

Analogous approaches are already in place at the state level. For example, Illinois’s Day and Temporary Labor Services Act prohibits temporary staffing agencies from charging their clients more than the costs of hiring and placement when those clients hire a worker for permanent employment. The cap on liquidated damages is meant to compensate the agency for the true value of their recruitment and placement services without unreasonably interfering with an employee’s ability to move between employers. Additionally, some states’ laws regulating covenants not to compete apply to any agreement—not just to those between employers and employees—and thus prohibit some forms of no-hire and no-poach agreements, including those within a fissured workplace.

Second, policymakers and courts could address these problems through the labor and employment framework by considering competition policy more explicitly in deciding the scope of the employment relationship in the fissured workplace. Currently, the fact that a firm controls workers’ ability to move between entities within the fissured workplace would likely be a factor counseling in favor of employer status, but it would not be dispositive. Policymakers and courts could conclude that firms that impose restraints of this sort should be considered employers, at least for the purposes of certain protections.

For example, courts, the NLRB, or Congress could decide that employers that actconcertedly in setting wages or restraining worker mobility among themselves are necessarily joint employers under federal labor law. This would ensure that firms exercising joint monopsony power within a fissured workplace are countered by the protected concerted action of their workers.

In a different context, policymakers and courts could decide that a firm that fixes the prices that its purported independent contractors charge to customers should be considered the employer of those contractors—at least under certain employment and labor protections. For example, as legislatures around the country have considered bills pressed by the gig economy company Handy, which would explicitly carve out gig economy workers from workers’ compensation and unemployment benefit protections, Handy has argued that platforms like theirs are nothing more than mechanisms for consumers and workers to communicate—a kind of yellow pages for gig economy workers. Some policymakers and observers have noted, however, that unlike the yellow pages, gig economy companies often dictate how much gig economy workers are able to charge customers. While this feature of the gig economy is often considered as an illustration
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29 820 ILCS 175/40 (“No day and temporary labor service agency shall restrict the right of a day or temporary laborer to accept a permanent position with a third party client to whom the day or temporary laborer has been referred for work or restrict the right of such third party client to offer such employment to a day or temporary laborer. A day and temporary labor service agency may charge a placement fee to a third party client for employing a day or temporary laborer for whom a contract for work was effected by the day and temporary labor service agency not to exceed the equivalent of the total daily commission rate the day and temporary labor service agency would have received over a 60-day period, reduced by the equivalent of the daily commission rate the day and temporary labor service agency would have received for each day the day or temporary laborer has performed work for the day and temporary labor service agency in the preceding 12 months.”).

30 See, e.g., Heyde Companies, Inc. v. Dove Healthcare, LLC, 654 N.W.2d 830 (Wisc. 2002).

of the control exercised by gig economy companies over their workers, policymakers should also more explicitly consider the relationship between this feature of the marketplace and competition policy. A company that exercises monopoly control over prices should not be able to avoid accountability to the agents of that pricing scheme under the employment and labor laws.

Along these same lines, competition policy should be part of the analysis in deciding whether purported independent contractors of gig economy companies can engage in concerted action without themselves violating the antitrust laws. By eliminating the ability these workers might otherwise have to price their product for themselves, these gig economy companies exercise a uniquely powerful form of monopsony power (over their workers) and monopoly power (over their customers). In these cases, it makes sense as a legal matter and is procompetitive for the workers subject to those restraints to be able to engage in concerted action that may serve as a counterweight to the much more powerful business imposing those restraints.

* * *

The fissured workplace is increasingly prevalent, especially in the low-wage labor market. In this new paradigm it is essential to ensure that workers are protected both by the employment and labor laws and by the antitrust laws. The application of those laws to the fissured workplace is complicated and fact dependent, and this discussion does not aim to provide a comprehensive overview of those issues. Instead, it aims to urge advocates, policymakers, and courts addressing fissured workplaces to apply employment and labor protections with competition policy in mind and to apply antitrust laws with employment and labor protections in mind. Doing so should help to ensure that employers cannot have their cake and eat it to.
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